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Dream 's Theory of Comprehensive Innovation: 

Definition, Classification and Analysis 

 

Jin-zhong Gong
*
 

Abstract: Dreams are the most mysterious part of the human spirit, many scholars have made 

unrelenting exploration, put forward a variety of theories. On the basis of summarizing the 

achievements of predecessors, the author puts forward a unique hypothesis about dreams. 

Dreams illusion are the individual all that one’s saw and heard in sleep. It is the continuation and 

transformation of consciousness. Relative to the conscious granular metabolism, dream is a 

typical wave metabolism, frequency range and vibration amplitude are its fundamental 

characteristics. Dream text is expressed by reality awake language, the mental activity process of 

the dreamer during sleep, such as feeling, consciousness, manifestation, remembrance, reasoning, 

judgment, knowledge and individual motivations, interests, needs, beliefs, world views, ideas, 

concepts, emotions, attitudes, etc. Dreams are a summary of past experiences, and a prediction of 

the future prospect. Dream use spoken language to express the ineffable content, use visible light 

wave metabolism metaphor invisible light wave metabolism, so it is droller. The basic principle 

of dream language is deformation condensation, exaggeration and symbol to the awakening 

language. According to the stage difference of mental process of dream formation, the author 

classify dreams as bodily sensation type, memory manifestation type, learning arranging and 

predicts future type. They are related to the stage of sleep. Frequency ratio of these dreams, 
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decreases in order. This paper provides a personalized to explain dreams dictionary. For the 

dreams of prophecy, we should understanding from the angle of pancosmism, system mutual 

shine upon and control theory and voluntarism and nominalism. 

 

Keywords: Theories about dreams, mental process, dream dictionary, genetic classification, 

analytical demonstration  

 

The complete process of human consciousness and its mechanism, is the riddle that human 

confusion, guess, explore for thousands of years, the typical state of unconscious activity, dreams 

is the mystery of the mystery. Dream is undoubtedly the most charming, the most strange 

psychological phenomenon. It is estimated that, everyone lives about one-third of his life is spent 

in sleep. Dream of this elusive sphinx mystery, for the history of writers , philosophers, 

psychologists, physiologists hard to explore.  

 

Writers resort to exaggeration, symbolism, under guise, buesching and other artistic expression 

techniques, relate to beautiful description of the dream, leaving a colorful, bizarre works. 

Philosophers have long-term rational thinking about dreams. Psychologists regard the dream as 

an unconscious spiritual activity, when sleeping subconscious latent experience into 

consciousness is the dream. What is the difference between the dream and awake mental activity? 

What is caused the dream? Why is the scenes in the dream bizarre, incredible? Why we can see 

the ancients in the dream, and predicts the future? Why sometimes the dream can predict good or 

ill luck? Why can gain the creativeness inspiration in the dream? 

  

A dream theory of comprehensive innovation 

Author according to many years of oneself dream cases study, combined with previous 

achievements, put forward a new theoretical hypothesis: The dream is what one sees and hears, 

by the individual in the sleep, is the night scenery, the individual myth. It is awake continuation 
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and conversion, someone image metaphor the dream and awake as the yin(cathode) and 

yang(positive) fish positive in Tai Chi map. Relative to the awake granular metabolism, dream is 

a typical wave metabolism, the frequency range and the vibration amplitude are the fundamental 

features. The dream text is a mental activity process when sleeping , by expresses the language in 

reality that the dreamer’s sensation, consciousness, appearance, remember, reasoning, judgment, 

ask for knowledge and so on, as well as individual motives, interests, needs, beliefs, world 

outlook, ideas, concept, emotion and attitudes. Dream is a summary of past experience, and the 

prophecies of the future propects. Dreams are use speak words to expres unspeakable, metaphor 

of invisible light wave metabolism by metaphors of visible light waves, so it seems bizarre. in 

fact, if you have mastered the logic rules of corresponding interpretation, it will be order and 

system. The basic principle of dream language is condensation, deformation, exaggeration and 

symbolism to awake language. 

 

 

 

 

 

                            Dream work 

 

 

                                  

Figure 1 Diagram of  the psychological process of dream 

  

The dream’s cognitive mental activity mechanism is basically the same as that of awakening, is 

also stimulating S-mediated variable O-reaction R, just in the self – centre universe frame of 

reference. 

self - universe system 
stimulate S — mediation 

variable O—reaction R 

 

Flow image + Sky sound + 
Thinking transference 
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Table 1 Comparison between dream and wakening 

Comparison project Sleep dream   Awakening 

perception state extrasensory perception (ESP) sensory perception 

consciousness state unconsciousness, 

subconsciousness 

consciousness 

electromagnetic 

metabolism 

invisible light wave visible light particle 

time mode non-linear non-directional linear orientation 

spatial model non Euclidean geometry euclidean geometry 

frame of reference ego-Universe self-world 

literary description His consciousness and thought 

was blinded  

He realized the objective world 

around him 

 

Dreams generate work from conceal meaning to manifest meaning generally have: whole 

compression condensed into local，with the obvious to metaphor obscure，with a simple symbolic 

complex，replace abstract thinking with visual image. The interpretation work of the dream is the 

manifest dream content to restore the latent dream-thought, that is, through the riddles to guess 

the mystery.  

 

According to the author's experience, in the dream, shape-like objects can often replace to each 

other, the substitutes are more elegant than the substituted, such as poisonous snakes replace to 

the penis. the characters of dream , sometimes with its name replace to the pronunciation of 

similar words.  In the family life scene, wife and mother are often confused, seems to support 

Oedipus complex. For this summed up the personalized solution dream dictionary for reference 

only, but may not be suitable for all the situation, as pointed out by Adler, we can not use the 

common formulas to explain the symbol and metaphor of all dreams. The same symbol, in 

different people's dreams may indicate different meaning. Family experience may have a 

personal remembrance of the mark. 

Classification of psychological causes and its analysis for dreams 

The scientific classification of dreams has great significance, because different types of dreams, 
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its analysis and interpretation methods are also different.  

 

Ancient human beings on the initial division of the dreams, according to its scope of time and 

space is divided into great dreams and small dreams, according to the gains and losses, divided 

into good and ill luck, happiness and disaster.  

 

From the subconscious differentiate theory, Jung believes that dreams have individual meanings 

(personal mythology) and collective meaning (collective mythology). According to the state of 

consciousness when dreaming, someone raised intoxicated dreams and sober dreams. 

 

The category of dreams is differ in thousands of ways, because of dreamer the age, sex, cultural 

background and thinking state, its rigorous scientific classification is difficult. According to the 

stage differences of the psychological process of the dreams formation, the author roughly 

classified the dream stimulate perception, remember impression, learning and arrange and 

foresee future. The frequency of these dreams appear , as a spindle that less at both ends and 

middle more. A complete dream is like a wonderful drama, experience the scene bedding, 

contradictory presentation, the climax of the struggle, often stop interrupted awakened. 

 

Table 2   Dream’s classification of psychological processes  

Type 

division 

Scenic 

features 

Literary 

forms 

Distributi

on 

frequency

 % 

EEG 

waveform

s 

Rapid eye 

movement 

stage 

period 

State of 

consciousne

ss 

Personal

ity level 

Stimulat

e 

percepti

on 

Inspired by 

environme

ntal stimuli 

and 

physical 

sensations, 

Symbolic 

to satiated 

Weird 

sketch 

 

25 the θ 

wave 

appears in 

the α 

wave 

 

I array 

 

Semi-consci

ous 

drowsiness 

 

Id 
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desire 

Remem

ber 

impressi

on 

the life 

experience 

of 

compressio

n, broken, 

deformatio

n, adapted 

into a new 

story 

Fairy 

tale 

 

40 Shuttle-sh

ape and 

K-wave 

 

II array 

 

preconsciou

s 

 

ego 

Learnin

g and 

arrange 

the life 

experience 

and 

learning 

thinking 

integrated 

into a 

drama 

essay 

Folk 

legend 

 

30 δ- wave Ⅲ,Ⅳ,Ⅴar

ray 

subconsciou

s 

 

self 

Foresee 

future 

A bizarre 

scene, 

verified by 

future 

events, 

become a 

harbinger 

Religio

us 

mytholo

gy 

5 δ- wave Ⅳ,Ⅴ 

array 

subconsciou

s 

 

supereg

o 

Table 3  Personalized dream dictionary 

Dream scene elements Hidden symbols Dream scene element Hidden symbol 

Father and mother The fundamental of 

self  life , Complex 

of care and wish 

Sky plane Ubiquitous White 

horror 

Brothers and sisters Reminiscence of 

childhood happy time 

overcast and rainy 

continuous 

Melancholy and 

worried mood 

Family spouse Virtuous wife and 

good mother, Family 

life scene 

blast and tempest Sexual life scene 

Daughter caress and carefor 

young life 

Raise the child crystallization of male 

joyous and female 

love 

Majestic emperor Absolute authority The child corpse who The trauma of the 
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young died young mind 

Poisonous snake Male genitalia and 

sexual activity 

Ferocious thieves Gloomy atmosphere 

Old cattle Slow life festival Body ulcerating lady Destined to pursue 

hopeless 

White sheep Obedient character 

traits 

Liang Shanbo and 

Zhu Yingtai 

Hopeless love pursue 

Captive pig Lazy and dirty Thirsty apricot Depressed sexual 

depression 

Hoe and plow Shape similar to the 

peni glan 

meteorite in outside 

the ground 

Astronomical 

wonders, earth 

unexpected events 

Wilderness tombs Black hole of time ，

the end of relatives 

and friends 

Meteorite impact 

crater 

Earth hide door, Life 

mother belly 

Mother is missing Worry about losing 

maternal love 

Rural fields Soothing mood 

Daughter missing Parents' anxiety about 

their children 

Loose teeth fall off Discipline to 

masturbation or the 

decline of function 

Flying dragon in sky unpredictable law of 

change irregularly 

things 

Failed exam Hard work anxiety 

Castle maze Reflections on 

Philosophy of Life 

To the station catch 

coach 

Time of urgency 

Dark water well To explore the depth 

of things 

Rivers and lakes You faces vast system 

engineering 

Mountains and hills The height of the 

unknown things 

make a fire heating low temperatures at 

cold weather 

Meeting scenes Face the public 

populace opinion  

Cooking dinner Gastrointestinal 

hunger wants to eat 

Rock cavern Earth mystery, do not 

rule out the meaning 

of sex 

The mouse drilled the 

cave 

The twitch of the 

penis or the excretion 

of the anus 

Run quickly train Stretch the time 

torrent 

Gypsum sewage The body discharges 

the fluid 

Driving a car The tool of change the 

scene 

Sob of first lover  The sound of the 

outdoor swept the 

field 

Worn out bike Sore joints Confusion of lost the Looking for the 
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hometown hometown of the spirit 

School classroom diligently atmosphere 

of study 

To stir up trouble resist the anger to 

incite the masses  

You looking for a 

book or buy books 

The craving for 

knowledge 

political figure Care and reflection for 

state affairs political 

situation  

Moving fish in the 

water 

Difficult to grasp the 

opportunity 

Learn foreign 

languages 

Try to express your 

thoughts 

You hard climbing 

mountain 

Tired body Camera failure 

shooting scene failed 

Memory is difficult to 

capture 

You flying in the air Enchanted scenes, 

Quickly flee the 

disaster scene 

The bridge on the 

river 

The transition of two 

scenes or realm  

 

Stimulate-perceived dream 

During sleep，the excitement of the external environment , some parts of the body strong 

physiological needs, express it by the awake image language . Such as stomach hunger dream 

cooking dinner, when the cold dream to heating, when pull the stomach you has diarrhea dream 

to go to the toilet, joint stiff dreams so difficult to walk. 

  

A thief intrude into your room 

 

The Example: In a trance   July 24, 1984 

A empty large room for single living alone. Deep at night some time, crust trembling, bedside 

bumps, train thundered. I opened my eyes , the walls around me rushed to me, opposite the 

window appeared a thief hideous terrible giant face. I hurried to pull the switch rope and shouted 
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loudly. The lights are not lit, roar is drowned in the noise. At this time awakened from this dream 

with a real sense of consciousness. My heart bounce, shoulder numbness, cold thighs, body 

frightened appearance. 

Interpretation: The college students who only one year after graduation, accommodats in a 

desolate, lonely dormitory. In the stillness of the night, the noise of the trains running nearby, 

being woven into a dream by the dreamer. Another time, in my dream, the sound of the broom 

sweeping was transformed, the voices of the twitching of the college sweetheart, in the morning 

 

The dreams of remember and impression  

Seen and heard or thought during the day, will be visualization consolidation or remodeling 

portray recollection, that is day has seen night thinking. Freud thinks the cause of this dream, 

subconscious willingness to associate with the continuation of daytime thought activity, resulting 

in a reversal effect, inspired the re-expression and symbolic fulfillment of the repressed desire. 

Can continue to dream of the daytime thinking activities are: No results were made during the 

day, due to lack of intelligence can not handle , was excluded and suppressed, was unconsidered, 

activated the subconscious activity. Adler believes that the purpose of the dream must be applied 

to the dreamer's personality traits. 

  

The emperor selects a prince 

 

Example: The eunuchs dedicates a princes to the emperor   On April 16, 1986 

I dream this picture: A very old, purple black, wrinkled, long beardy man, the supreme highest 
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majesty emperor, sitting in the palace throne. Three or two of the same old eunuchs to force a 

young girl to take off her clothes (now bare shoulders and hips) pull forward emperor. The 

shamelessly dissipated emperor obscene accepts the girl. The girl facial pale chin up and chest 

out and looks up at the front of the head. Some eunuchs greedy mouth staring at the girl's 

buttocks,  some stupid looking eunuchs staring at the emperor. 

 

  Interpretation: In the works of literature and film, frames the sensory memory of the shameless 

dissipated private life of the emperor, in my dream, it was conceived as a vivid oil painting. In 

reality, Genghis khan is one of those hooligans leaders. He is said to have several dozens of 

registered concubines. After the Zhungeer tribe was defeated, the leader gave his daughter to the 

occupier as a plaything for seek his own survival. The daughter is about the same age as Jenghiz 

khan's son. 

 

 The dream of learning and arrange  

the recent personal experience and the past life experience for creative spontaneous 

reorganization, compiled a lively, vibrant, full of sound and colour, billows magnificent storyline, 

to the dreamer with great life enlightenment. 

 

Creative inspiration often appears in the dreams of body and mind relaxation. Because the 

cerebral cortex center may form some temporary contacts that awake unexpectedly formed, get 

rid of the ties of logical thinking and social prejudice, so the dream can obtain the achievements 

of thinking and for inventions. 

  

A man cutting up a snake 
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The example: I am cutting up a snake and the cooking its meat  October 12, 1987 

    A darkness yellow wriggling  live snake in the washbasin. I heard that about the snake 

meat was delicacy tasty, somewhere in between the chicken and the rabbit and wanted to taste it. 

I cut it open with a knife, it distorts more violent, separating two half apart still not stopped, and 

the beating heart is clearly visible. I quickly doused a glass of boiling water on it. It struggled 

more enliven, and its body and water became one. After a while, it calmed down and the meat 

cooked ripe. 

 

At that time, workmate Zhao came over and put the ripe meat into a transparent intestine-shape 

bag. We have tasted around the table. When I could eat it’s head, I was afraid that it would bite 

me, fired its venom . 

   

 Interpretation: On the anniversary of the wedding, we are entering the beautiful scene, the 

Wushan cloud and rain , the high gorge flat lake, the war of water and the fire. In this case, the 

creepy snake is undoubtedly a metaphor for male reproductive organs. The whole dream 

combines a strong sex scene with a heavy car accident to create a new story. This spring, during 

the geological survey in Xinglong county, I lived with my colleague Zhao in the hometown. 

Their son chased his mother and kept shouting to feed milk. On July 14, a car accident happened 

in Jixian county, Tianjin. I made artificial respiration for zhao, so eased his suffocating 

symptoms. 

 

The dream of foresee the future 

Now the dream is a tortuous symbol of the future some individuals or major groups of events, 

after pass by a period you find, between the previous dream and the later reality, with a 

surprising coupling correspondence. The number of such dreams is very rare, before the 

implementation come true, it is difficult to determine, it is recognized by many materialists as 

accidental coincidence or even superstition. Aristotle against the dream can predict the future, he 
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questioned, everyone has done so much dreams, why most of the dreams are not efficacious? 

Cicero said: what people will get the dream of efficacious? Is it the daydreaming in entire day? 

 

The prediction dreams is no lacked living examples in history，so many people hold on the 

attitude that would rather believe it has, can not believe its no. 

 

In all warning dream, the most common type is to predict the future prospect and fate of the 

dreamer and their relatives and friends life and death and other matters, such examples is 

constantly repeated in modern times. US President Lincoln was murdered a few days ago, he to 

tell his wife his dream: He saw the front of the White House ,the soldier guarding the coffin and 

was told that "the president was assassinated." June 1914, one day before the Sarajevo Ferdinand 

assassination incident, Bishop Joseph Rani, his teacher, dreamed that the grandee was 

assassinated. 

 

I have also had a few fulfilled dreams, the main concern is the personal fate, birth, senility, 

illness and death of the relatives and triends, but it was hard to judge, before the fulfillment of 

the prophecy that those dreams had a prophetic effect, nature’s mystery is impossible to leak. 

 

It is also often mysterious that the relatives meet dreams of the living and the dead. According to 

my experience, in most cases, such dreams are the dreamer to use the dead to express their 

psychic process. A few cases, through this way, the dead convey to the living, they want their 

loved ones to do what they want to do. This is what the so-called soul deceased, entrusted dream 

or dreamers communicate with the dead or after death communication in dream(Bill and Judy 

Guggenheim，1988). To understand such dreams, It involves immortality of the soul in the death- 

Soul survival after death. This old and controversial idea. 

 

Table 4  My prophecy dream samples that already come true 
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Predicted 

item 

The dreams that is witnessed in advance The reality happen in the future 

The 

marriage 

of first 

love idol 

On August 16, 1981, the shower in long drought 

in the north, I have a dream in nap. On campus 

stream of people, I met Zheng lianzhong, a 

middle school student. He said, "I also go back 

and hold a baby. We have two people, each with 

one child. One is the Ling. " "Who is the other 

one?" I asked quickly. He replied, "it's ping." 

In the spring of 1985, One of the 

students from Shanxi gave me 

lightly understatement: Ping and 

Ling classmate have been in 

love affair in school. 

the death 

of my 

younger 

cousin 

Jinmin 

On August 9, 1989, Two months ago, in the 

before dawn that act with utter disregard for 

human life, the cousin Jinmin meet with the 

doomed violence, I took his corpse back home 

and buried it. On April 18, 2000, my mother 

said that, Jinmin was committed suicide 

because the official dangerous and dreadful. On 

April 20, 2000, I dreamed a funeral service for 

Jinmin. July 16-17, 2000, Jinmin were lying in 

the hall full of tables, his 87-year-old 

grandmother was well cared for his. 

On the morning of July 17, 

2000, The younger brother's 

wife called me, said in the 

telephone, the deputy director of 

the county mine bureau Jinmin, 

he was killed by his wife with a 

fruit knife a week ago. 

The death 

scene of 

the 

first uncle 

On August 28, 1989, at last gasp uncle was 

quietly carried out of the hospital ward, a 

waiting feed baby next to the full of bloody 

water bed. On May 4, 2005, The terrible 

pestilence hit the Western Hills area. Many 

corpses were uninterruptedly carried 

crematorium, most of them are young adults. A 

man with his brother's head and his own son, 

tragically joined the queue. 

 

In early November 2005, the 

younger brother's wife called 

me, Uncle to the market to buy 

sweet potato, due to spit out 

blood and fainted, two days after 

hospitalization, he was rejected 

shut out. 23 at 6 pm, Uncle died 

of liver cancer bleeding. Ten 

years ago, third uncle to his 

eldest son to the uncle as a 

adopted son. 
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My wife 

mammary 

gland 

illness 

causes 

On October 8, 1991, my wife left nipple to 

grow the tumor and panic. Her dream: she went 

to the hospital for treatment, the doctor with his 

mouth sucking white purulent material. My 

dream: the mountain withered pine trees of the 

dead chief engineer, The withered pine trees in 

the mountains. I used the godeye before going 

to sleep to see the nipple: a red siren on police 

car top. 

On October 11, 1991, We went 

to Tianjin Cancer Hospital, the 

doctor suggested that to make 

biopsy. Afternoon ,in own city, 

we  met Xia doctor, He said 

that, this is non-lactating ductal 

cortical secretions accumulation 

disease, Just squeeze out the 

tumor can be fully recovered. 

A fire 

broke out 

in the 

Tangshan 

On February 5, 1993, A building collapsed and 

the scene was miserable. I tried to take photo by 

the police prevent. I give my family a entrust 

dream hope to avoid disaster. 

On February 13, 1993, Tangshan 

Linxi department store fire, 

burned died 79 people on the 

spot, injured 53 people. 

Our 

daughter 

was born 

On June 19, 1993, Body red dress girl anxiously 

with a hook of wood shaft, ride on my body, 

climb out of the plastic tunnel（Home for many 

years cactaceae suddenly bloom flowers）On 

January 2, 1994, In the south of the hometown 

house ditch, the second brother planted two 

lines rice, third brother sowing a line millet, and 

then I sowing a hand cherry. January 24, 1994, 

my wife gave birth to a pair of twins boy, B 

super-sonic wave show should be a girl. 

February 9, 1994, my wife gave birth to a boy, 

said the girl died due to congenital defects. 

March 22, 1994, after caesarean 

section, my wife gave birth to a 

daughter. before many years, the 

younger second, third brother 

have been two son and a son. 

My papers 

published 

On 19 July 1993, When I was in the primary 

school classroom slapstick, someone handed the 

kraft paper envelope, I open a look, the four 

major version of "Chengde mineral 

development newspaper" Front page prominent 

March 1995 the first issue of 

"China Regional Geology" 

magazine published my paper 

"Possible existence of the 

pre-Archean continental crust in 
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position: "Gong Jinzhong's new 

discovery"."This is the" Tangshan Labor Daily 

"amateur correspondent Wang Juncai on my 

paper to do the report." I explained to others. 

Shangzhuangzi ,qian’an county, 

Hebei." Subsequently, the 

correspondent Wang Juncai was 

reportedin the June 28, 1995 

"Tangshan Labor Daily ". 

The death 

of 

grandfather 

-in-law  

June 8, 1994 the information from the sky: 

seriously illness of several times the 

grandfather-in-law , this time really died. I 

rushed to the scene, found the cooking stove 

covered with white sheets, relatives and friends 

to manage funeral. 

August 16, 1997, 6:10 pm, wife 

sister phone told us: my 

grandfather to die! 

The big 

bang of 

Qianan 

fertilizer 

plant 

October 5, 1994, the hometown of Hebei 

Qian'an quiet autumn night, I alone quietly look 

at the view. Dark sky, the stars are particularly 

clear. A dazzling fireball flying come from the 

north! The closer, the faster the speed. 

Instantaneous not see, it mysteriously change 

direction, go west. Meteorites in the capital 

steel company mine base to turn a dozen 

somersault. Buildings, machines, roads and the 

human body, suddenly become gluttonous 

leftovers. A silence. No cry, no grief, and even a 

trace of sound did not. 

October 7, 1995 morning, 

Qian'an fertilizer plant urea 

synthesis tower explosion in the 

production process, the tower 

broke into three parts. Weighing 

about 90 tons of the upper 

parties threw the plant in the 140 

meters, the central explosive 

material instantaneous flat , Beat 

in the vicinity same type of 

standby tower, the overall 

translation of 14.5 meters, and 

then dumped the ground, the 

control room building collapsed. 

Shock wave to destroy the 

compressor pump room, a radius 

of 100 meters within the 

windows of the building is 

broken. The accident killed 15 

people, many people were 
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injured. At that time, I was just 2 

km away from home to visit 

relatives, heard a strong 

explosion sound wave. 

Deng 

Xiaoping's 

death 

On October 3, 1996, the emperor Pass away. 

The Central Plains farmers rise up, a 

momentum huge massive "people riot." On the 

southern tour road, Deng Lord were intercepted, 

I saw a brawny man will be filled with a 

master's sacks to the granite stones on the beat. 

Too horrible to look at the scenes! "Like a 

wooden knot, stunned no feeling." A sidetable 

peasant woman exclaimed. 

December 1996, for many years 

suffering from Parkinson's 

disease Deng Xiaoping, due to 

exacerbations, admitted to the 

hospital. At 21:08 on February 

19, 1997, Deng died, at the age 

of 92, died from Parkinson's 

disease and lung infection. 

The 

lifetime of 

my mother 

On September 12, 2009, during my father's 

funeral, the amateur geomantic omen 

fortune-tellers made a prophecy about my 

mother to my nephews: "It was probably in 

October, approximate seventy-nine years old." 

The dead father was reluctant to install a radio 

on his body. March 30, 2015, the mother of aunt 

father Pang Wenxuan, lain in bed for many 

years, finally get relief. My mother regardless 

of hemiplegic body, even put linen and wear 

mourning, walked bock and forth. 

December 2, 2015 (lunar 

October 21), the nominal age 77 

mother died, according to civil 

opinion, the sky one year, the 

underground one year, should be 

79 years old. 

The fates 

of citizen 

March 28, 2016, I arrived the field in the 

hometown , the first to get the news is that the 

Jin-peng have to get second married. I think, he 

are over fifty years old people, how so 

romantic? "We village a lot heart disease, 

cerebral thrombosis, cancer patients, some 

people unbearable torture, they had to go to the 

March 30, 2016, Gong Jinpeng 

80-year-old father-in-law died of 

leukemia. I and the old man had 

several meals at the same table. 

April 3, Jin-peng was severe 

abdominal pain by the hospital 

diagnosed as kidney stones. His 
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village side of the woods on the hanging off." 

Enthusiastic villagers to introduce me. I look at 

the edge of the woods, there are several 

self-sufficiency of the corpses, the family has 

not had time to collect. August 30, 62-year-old 

fourth uncle, in response to the call of the party, 

give birth to the second child, the girl was born 

a few months, but unexpectedly suffering from 

serious illness, according to hospital test results, 

she is likely to be terrible leukemia. Families 

hurry to hold the child to the hospital, about 

thirty years old man white coat even said that 

this situation is simply no treatment value. 

believe in Christian wife is 

unwilling disease being in front 

of others. April 4 morning, I 

went with third brother to visit 

his home. August 31 morning 

around 8:15, the third brother to 

my wife said, my second uncle 

died, carefully inquired about 

yesterday afternoon after the 

night committed suicide. 

 

 

Fig. 2   Schematic diagram of the cause of the prophecy dreams 

 

Henry de Matliner in the "uninvited guest" assumed that what ever events, whether in the past, 

present or future, regardless of any location in space, any event can be found in a place to find its 

traces, because they are perpetual. For this existence, we can be perceived in a certain state, as 

long as we capture the trajectory of events that have not yet occurred in time and space, it is 

possible to predict the future. 

 

 

Pan universe 

 

泛 宇 宙 

Resonance 

occurs 
equivalent 

information 

points in 
dreams 
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Junger uses "synchronic synchronicity" theory to explain this phenomenon. Synchronicity is a 

meaningful coincidence of two or more events, which contain something that is not accidental. It 

is thought to be a modern word that is derived from the dilapidated concepts of operators should, 

resonating and harmony. In developing the concept of synchronicity, Jung relates it to some of 

the findings of modern theoretical physics：I think of it as a kind of ultimate non-causality, the 

creative act from the proton. He also noted that the universe is a harmonious and unified process, 

a dynamic network of interconnected elements. This is consistent with what he sees as the notion 

of a "deep harmony between all forms of existence". 

 

The "sleeping prophet" Edgar Cayce's prophecy is all-encompassing, high accuracy, for 

individuals, groups, countries and the world situation and the human future development trend 

are all involved. He can "see" the path and experience details of a person's life, and he can reveal 

the future career of a baby in its infancy. He claims that these abilities are the natural instincts of 

anyone, the abilities of people are much larger than the modern men imagination. We just have to 

remove our obsession with personal interests or detachment from self-interest, be able to acquire 

this ability. In psychic terms, Casey has a habit and habits of awareness hatching 

prophesydreams. 

 

For the prophecy dream , we should be able to understand from the pancosmism, system mutual 

shine upon and control,voluntarism and nominalism. 

 

Pancosmism thinks, the universe is the largest mother system of information metabolism, it is not 

limited to the universe that everyone knows, nor does it equal the universe observed by modern 

astronomy. It combines the time of the present and the future, the infinite large infinitesimal of 

space, the infinite complexity and simple of structure, the meaning of "the most". Pancosmism is 

a prerequisite for learning before experience. The theory of mankind beginning "God" and " 

Heavens " are the personification of the pancosmism. 
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The theory of system mutual shine upon and control thinks, they are mutual shine upon and 

control of each other, between each subsystem and the mother systems and between each 

subsystem in the universe. So-called Bioholographic, cosmic holographic, it's a inaccurate 

expression of this principle. 

Voluntarism thinks, consciousness is the last course of intelligent metabolic of knowledge 

emotion consciousness. It is both the result of intelligent metabolism (consciousness) and the 

beginning of the new level of intelligent metabolism (will). Consciousness is the organ of 

conceptual transformation. 

 

Nominalism thinks, as long as the information system that is able to name and form the concepts, 

has its engineering position and function in the universe. All names and features are stored in the 

cosmic information storage system, and the name is the first sign. This is consistent with the 

computer principle. Knowing the name, we can predict its future, this is a in two general terms 

question, a concept is the supersense reality of the name, another concept is the future of normal 

sensation. There are time and place translation machines involved and similar group conversion 

in the prediction. 

 

In the all-encompassing Pancosmism nonlinear space-time, because of this particular focus on 

some peoples and things, the dreamer has a harmonic vibration between the present perception 

and the event of the future, the function process and the result, to form the equivalent 

information points, become a dream of predictive power. The full condition of the prophecy 

dream should be a prepared mind, the peoples who are concerned about the development of the 

situation. 

 

In short, dream is a kind of wave information metabolism, it is the important learning before 

experience, it has the harmonious vibration nature. The dream scene is a hydrazine (range) and 

barrier (gradient) constructed by the dreamer knowledge, emotion, and consciousness. Dreams 
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are a different reality to waking. Dream and wake have multiple transformation relationships 

with decomposition and recombination, similar opposite and deformation. The space-time in the 

dream is multi-dimensional. Dreams are the individual myths, myth and legend are the collective 

dreams of a nation. Any major information metabolism in the universe can be seen in the dreams 

of the concerned peoples. Thus, life is like a dream has real scientific value. 
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